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Using modeLs for understanding pedagogical change in a lechno[ogg

enuironrnent: H rase sludg 0f ltlJB imptementation in a secondarq school

ACECzoro Award Winning Paper

ABSTRACT

Effective integration of leorning technologies into clossrooms is a continuing issue, with many
instances of new technologies making minimol impocts on classroom practice. Reports on the
introduction ofinteroctive whiteboards into UK schools overthe past decode have revealed that
their impoct on both pedagogy ond learning is at best neutral. lnteractive whiteboords have
become common in Australion schools in the past three years, and in that time the authors have
been involved in studies investigating professional development models to help integration of
interactive whiteboords into classrooms. Video-recordings were analysed using two coding
schemes, a modificotion of a pedagogicol hierarchy developed by Beauchomp which was
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christened HoPS (Hierarchy of Pedagogical Stages), and the other developed from Bernstein's model
of pedagogical framing. Using the two models it was possible to analyse shades of pedogogical
behoviour. lt became clear that peer non-expert mentoring was highly effective in helping teochers
develop modifted teaching behaviours that exploited the offordances of the technology. ln this poper
we will report on the application of the two models to the understonding of the impact of professional
development on classroom pedagogy in o Victorian secondary school.

INTRODUCTION one developed by Tanner et al. in 2005. Using the tool in case

Many early srudies of interacrive srudies, Kennewell et al. (2008) concluded rhat "the adven[

whiteboards, (IWBs,) use in schools of the IWB may be seen as a backward step, in that it gives

were very positive about the possibillries a_new impetus to traditional, teacher-centred, approaches"-

for increased j.nteractivity in*ol'rns The reasons lie in the 1ow level of interactir,ity used by the

studenrs, and about tt-r. -te thar rh! teachers, wrth high level of teacher control, rigid scaffolding

special affordances of the boards could andclosedquestioningwithstylizedteacherresponses.

plal in the altering o[ pedronoia< lrnm

rnsrrucri* / didactic ,"-;;il,";;;"i Pedagogical analyses

inreractive (BECTA, 2004). Indeed much as a response to the unease at the pedagogical use s of

of the dri'ing force to introduce IWBs in technologies a number of researchers have der.e]oped models

England.u*. frolx rhe UK Gor,,ernmenr to analyse pedagogical strategies and skiils. In a UK advisory.

agencres. 
-especral\. 

the then DfEE, and rherr document (Becta (2004) the authors suggested the use of a

,reo\- rDfFF leOB) :nr' nrnorec<i^n n[ teanhop practice model based on a five slageNational Literac;' Strategy (DfEE 1998) and yLUEtLr)ruLr uL t!aLrrL

Narional Nrrmer:ci.srratep' rDiFF lgga) horh progressioninhor,r technologyisadopted jn classrooms. frrst

ofwhichespousedihe philosophyof .interactir.e proposed b)' Hooper & Rieber (1995). The TIMMS lesson

whole clas, teaching,, ur- ih. dominant events framer,vork (clarke 2006) used stages of pedagog;.

pedagogical stralegy. lWBs were seen as a \va), to examine mathematics teaching Beauchamp (2004)

io help ieachers bori successfully manage whole in response to a need to classif- pedagogies from school

class teaching in a reacher-centred pedagogy, and obsenzttonal data'..proposed a 'transition framer'vork' in a

ro intrease inreracti'e exchanges, As a resuk. in luuric.oj:t"h-tt 1t:1*s 
with twBs' to place the teacher into

- one of hve catesories of teachine stratepl use: substitution
E.ngllsn ano welsn scnools. uo\ernmenl moncy

user. aDDrentice user rnitiate rrser advanced user and
nnanceo a nuge rn'estmenl rn lwus 

,t n.rsirtia ur.r.

Growing doubts l,for, 
"of 

these rools rhat have been proposed to anaLyse

recent work ln the United Kingdom has begun pedagogies when teachers are using technologies have a

to question the effectiveness of the inreractiyiry buihln value.ludgment. The Becta (2004) authors wrlte of a

heinp nromored hr. TWBs in classrooms. Er.en progressron of teacher practice, implying a range from low to

rn 2002. CosiLl renorrecl rhar onlv a few re:chers hrgh r.alue. Beauchamp's stages also lmply progression from
",1 - '. "

used the inreracrir.e features of the boards. while low to hrgh.

others absorbed the technology into their standard
nedasosical renerroire an6 

'sed 
it as a clisnlav tool Devetoping models for an austratian iwb study

r.*.b"b,.....r".
only. Kennewell, Tanner, Jones & Beauchamp In a studl'reported in thrs paper lt became clear from the
(2008), concerned about qualrty of interaction data collection that a less ;udgmental analysis tool would
arisrng from use of the interactive whiteboards, be required. In addition, no model so far examined would
developed a hierarchical rnteractir.ity tool based on give us a compleie picture of transformations as the teachers
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worked with the technology. Most modeis were skills based, and
while teacher technology-use skrlls give a partial picture of the way
that pedagogical activity is underraken, knou,'1edge of skills fails to
understand or observe pedagogical thinking and change. The Tanner
et al. (2005) model of 1eve1s of interactiviry on the other hand, while
seeking to understand the relationship of interactivity to technology
use, falls to take into account other aspects of pedagogy, Ln cluding
task making. pace and quesrioning.

For the current study discussed here, two models have been adopted,
bothneq butbothdrawinguponprevious insights. TWo frameworks,
those of the TIMMS study (Clarke 2006) and Beauchamp's (2004)

transition frameworkproved to be the most useful tninforming a new
tool which has been called a "Hierarchy ofPedagogical Srrategies", or
HoPS (Figure 1). The HoPS borrows Beauchamp's'substitutional'and
'svnerpist ic cateonries as the outer extremes ola ranpe olstvles hrrt-/''!]'b.".......b-...-

introduces other headings (experimental, interactional) that reduce
the judgmental nature of labels. The actual instrument examines
teachers'skrlls, ICT usage and management. As a single instrument 1t

becomes too unwieldy to incorporate pedagogical strategies such as

questionrng, task making and student action. A second instrument
has therefore been developed, based on rhe pedagogical framing
concenlq (Fisrrre )l introduced hv Bernsrein r lQQO) Thjc [mmino."....r.-...b*.'.''..,",..,''€,
model adopts Bernsteins concept of teaching strategies rhat range
from highly controlled ('strongly framed') to ones that closely involve
the students (weakly framed), with inrermediate framing ler.'els in
between. The model interprets some of Bernsteins cnterta to create
a rubric by which to test rhe framing srrengrh of Lessons. This has
similarities to the Tanner et al. interactivity model, but the framing
model deals not only with obvious interactiviry, but also with teacher

Figurer: Hierarchyof PedogogicalStages (HoPS) near here

Elements of practice

task makrng, teacher questioning, and student actions. Of itself lt is
not.ludgmental, although in its original form there was an element of
judgment in Bernsteins use of the framing concept.

Thus by use of the HoPS and the framing too1, the researchers were
able to inestigate whether a finer-grained picture could be developed
of the way that a teacher employed pedagogical strategtes in lessons

using the IWB technology.

School case study

A rural secondary college in Victoria installed interactir,'e whiteboards
(IWBs) in each faculty area of the school, rhe library and in a

multrpurpose room. The technology was almost unknown to the
teaching staff, and the decision to install rhe technology was a school
management one. This is a standard situation wrth expensive ICT
equipment. However, ownership was given to the teachers through a

mentor professional development programme. TWo reachers, nelrher
technology experts, were appointed to estabhsh a peer mentoring
scheme. The two mentors, one from visual arts and the other from
mathematics, did not have responsrbility positions, and were allocated
50o/o of their school time to mentonng. Teachers who wanted to
experiment with incorporating the technology into their teaching
could work alongside a mentor for a while, includrng workrng as a team
for one or more lessons.

Take-up

During the flrstyear of the scheme 60% (n = 36) of teachers investrgated

uslng the technology by teachrng at least one lesson and most of those

went on to use the lWBs multple times. The researchers vislted the
school fortmghtly throughout the year and used a naturallstic data

Little file use I Mainty text and drawing, some learning I Teacher onty; presentation tal<es

objects. I precedence over student interaction.

Frequent toading of files,
Pre-prepared lessons. Some

downtoading from internet

Wide use 0f pre-prepared resources.

0ccasional downloads 0f resources.

Often many PowerPoint [inear
presentations

Students use the board under teacher
direction: mainly dragging. Mainly whote

class teaching of [esson topic Students
write and maniputate text for a defined
purpose under teacher direction

Interactional Uses stored sequences of files,

Captures image from various

sources, including cameras and

non-lWB inputs such as sound from
microphones, document cameras

etc. Uses hypertinks.

Different programs for different
purposes. Using native navigation to flip
pages. Internet [inks for "if and when"
use. Students build [inear presentations

for sharing with peers

Frequent student use of teacher materials
needing maniputation (eg changing
drawings, texts etc). Teacher revises and

buitds on previous ideas, Student choices

buitt in. Expectations of students inctude

informal and unplanned use 0f board.

Students encouraged to buitd [inear

ntations (eg. PowerPoints).

Synergistic Wide range of both teacher and

student ski[ts, including screen

capture; digitized and recorded

speech; animations. Students widety
use both native and other software,
including complex nonlinear

manipulative software such as

graphics manipulations, dynamic
geometry, multimedia, Excel

manipulatabte macros etc.

IWB use embedded into most lessons

without constraints. Teacher, with
student help, may create comptex

learning objects (such as a game

with embedded curriculum material).
Student buitd cooperative texts/
graphics, criticaI literacies, cooperative
proof construction events etc.

Both teachers and students abte to
construct meaning, and control direction
and step lengths of lessons. Students
abte, and encouraged, to prepare

presentations, [essons and assessments.

Development encouraged of socialty
constructed products (e,g. shared

narrative),

Students encouraged to insert their own

structure into the learning.
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Figure z: Framing analysis tooI for pedagogical strategies near here

Figure 3. Framing anatysis, Esther, year 8 mathematics near here
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States rules oftask orohibits modifier

t
Ctosed question

7

Students engaged in futly defined task with no

freedom to experiment, single pathway r

Make rules but acceots some modifiers

2

Question open but does not accept open

answers 2

Students engaged in wetl-defined task with

some freedom to exoeriment 2

Makes rules but invites modifiers r Question closed but accepts alternative

answerS 3

Students engaged in defined task with mult.

solutions or possible pathways 3

Invotves students in rule mal<ing 4 Open question 4 Students engaged in ptanned but open task

with loose framing 4

Two-way rule modification 5 Negotiated open question 5 Students design own task 5

Time Framing strength (r=strong, 5= weak)

Task making Questions Student action Lesson event

00:00 1 1 1 Defines task (decimat recognition)

Revises decima[ matching with fractions from setf-prepared set of slides.
Specifies activities

o6:zo 7 L 7 Uptoaded decimaI recognition game

07t54 7 1 1 Appoints students to respond to matching pairs. Poses closed questions

t836 7 L '). Sets paper tasks, insists on uniform presentation.

2836 7 L 7 Defines new task (B0MDAS). Use a setf-prepared visuaI stide set to revise order of
operations. Questions and responses closed

31i02

43145

L L 7 Introduces and activates an order of operations quiz game (uptoaded) in which

teacher controts the game (and uses the possibte interactions herself) white the
students write answers on paper.

Time Elements of practice

Teacher
skills ICT usage

Classroom
management Lesson event

00:00 I nteractionaI
(stored

prepare0

materiats)

Experimental Substitutional Defi nes tasl< (decimal recognition)

Revises decimal matching with fractions from self-prepared set of slides.
Specifies activities

o6:zo Uploaded decimaI recognition game

07t54 ExperimentaI experimental Substitutional i Appoints students to respond to matching pairs. Poses ctosed questions

r8:36 Sets paper tasks, insists on uniform presentation.

2836 I nteractionaI
(stored setf-

prepare0

material

I nteractionaI SubstitutionaI Defines new tasl< (B0DMAS). Use a self-prepared visual slide set to revise order of
operations. Questions and responses closed

37i02

43145

Experimental Experimental Su bstitional lntroduces and activates an order of operations quiz game (uptoaded) in which

teacher controls the game (and uses the possible interactions hersetf) while the
students write answers on paper.
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Figure 5 Framing analysis, Debbie, year 8 Indonesian L0TE lessor.

Time Framing strength (r=strong, 5= weak)

Task

making Questions
Student

action
Lesson event Lesson event

00:00 7 1 1 Defines time task (matching)

Does not accept floor comments and question

o4i34 7 1 7 Uptoaded train times games: interactive response through IWB

10.53 7

1

2 1 Matching quarter hour statements with clocks: board maniputation. Allows studenr
to correct teacher error

tBi27 I 7 t Time matching through lWB, wholty contro[[ed

2086 2 Matching time task.

Questions open ("Te[[ me what is going through your mind as you think about it")
although finaltasl< is ctosed.

23io5

2835

Matching time and words with arrows. Introduces making arrows, and suggests
student chooses a question and arrow style. students given some choice ofaction
and establishment of criteria

Figure 6 HoPS analysis, Debbie, Year 8 Indonesian L0TE lesson.

Time Elements of practice

Teacher

skills
ICT Usage

Classroom

management
Lesson event Lesson event

00:00 interactional
(stored pre-

prepared

activities)

interactional experimentaI
(students use

board under

direction)

Defines time task (matching)

Does not accept floor comments and question

o4134 experimental
(internet

toaded)

experimental experimental Uploaded train times games: interactive response through IWB

10.53 experimenta[ -

interactional
experimental experimental Matching quarter hour statements with ctocks: board maniputation. Ailows

student to correct teacher error

t8:zt experimentaI experimental experimental Time matching through lWB, whotty controiled

2086 experimentat experimental 1 Matching time task.

Questions open ("Tell me what is going through your mind as you think
about it") atthough final task is ctosed.

23io5

2835

interactional experimenta[ -

interactional
interactional Matching time and words with arrows. lntroduces making arrows, and

suggests student chooses a question and arrow styte. Students given some
choice of action and establishment of criteria

collection techmque in many of these lessons, by setting up a video
camera focussed on rhe IWB and letting it run for the length of the
lesson. As little intrusion into the lessons as possible was aimed for.
The researchers are confident that measures they took to ensure the
observations came close to being naturalistic were effectn-e.

Selection

Eariy selection of research subjects was random: teachers usrng the
IWBs on the days that the researchers vislted were r,rdeo-recorded.
Later, there was an attempt to follow some of the teachers as their
usage developed, in order to make longitudinal observations.
Fourteen teachers in all were video-recorded, of which l0 were then
recorded multipie times, allowing changes to be recorded.

Pedagogical changes

In this study, of those teachers observed teaching, few lessons using
the boards displayed common characteristics on both models. An
example of this dlsparity is Esther, a mathematics teacher Esther
received mentoring for preparation of a mathematics lesson on
decimals and order of operations with a year 8 class, and b,v uslng
the framing model, which only considers pedagogical srraregles
and not skills, it was observed that Esther remained verv clearlv
at level I (strong framing) throughout for all three Lrireria lreach..
controlled tasks, closed questions and student acrion).

By using the HoPs model it was therefore hardl,v surprising that her
classroom management did not stra;'from a substitutional strategy,
using the IWB as a convenrional whiteboard substitute rn which
teacher presentation took precedence over student interaction at a1l
tlmes.
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What the HoPS did demonstrare. however. was rhar Teacher Skills
and ICT usage were both beyond the substitutional level because
they used pre-prepared fi1es, and other stored resources, as well as

some of the multimedia affordances of the IWBs, albelt within the
framework of complete teacher control of the iesson events.

Ten of the teachers were fi.lmed using the IWB multiple times,
and they therefore provided data to analyse for change. Almost all
demonstrated radical change in teaching styles during the course of
the year. All were closely monitored and aided by one of the peer
mentors, and in the early stages relied on them for both technical
and intellectual support for the first few lessons. Analysls with the
two tools gave a wide picture of the changes taking place.

An example is Debbie. Early in her usage of the board, Debbie
taught part of a LOTE Indonesian lesson on the topic of dme. The
lesson was captured on Video. Its framing analysls (Figure 5) shows
that for most of this part of the lesson her pedagogical framing was
very strong, weakening towards the end as she began to open the
questioning and al1ow some students to experlment wtth a drawing
idea on the board.

By using the HoPS analysis (Figure 6) to overlay meaning onro
the pedagogical strategies there is a deeper undersranding of the
teachers use of the technology. HoPs shows a considerable use of
experimental and interacrional ICT skills and usage. By the HoPS
definitions for classroom management, the analysis shows thar
this aspect was not who11y at the substitutional level. At the start
of the lesson, for example, al1 interactions were at ihe direction
of the teacher, and no variation to the plan rvas allowed, making
this strongly framed in the Framing analysis, but Debbie did al1ow
students to come to the board and operate it under her direction, an
experimental level in the HoPS instrument. Later, this developed
into interactional management.

Comments on the case study

the use of two instruments for the analysis of rhe pedagogies
empioyed by teachers at this school has given a greater insight
to the changes associated with the technology than the use of a

single tool. In the case of Esther, the framing analysis shows that
her strategies are teacher,centric, that she has controlled the entire
lesson and its discourses and dialogues. It could be assumed that
the technology has made no discernable difference to either the
teaching or the learning that has taken place compared with a non-
IWB classroom. The HoPS insrrument rells a slighrly richer lale. lr

does not analyse the criteria that determine pedagogical strategles,
and gives a substitutional result to classroom management, but il
shows that in teacher shills, and in ICT usdge there has been a

shift from the substitutional level. Esther is nor using the IWB as a
conventional board or screen. She has adopted affordances of the
IWB, not to alter her pedagogical stance, but to enhance the way
her material is presented to the students. In post-iesson interview,
Esther claimed that this was a direcr result of what she had learned
from her mentor.

In similar fashion, although Debbie is shown as strongly framing
her pedagogy for much of the LOTE lesson, HoPS reveals
experimental use of ICT skills and usage, and sometimes beyond
that to interactional use (lnvolving the students). Later in the lesson,
she continues to use these techniques, but the framing insrrumenl
indicates she weakens the framework, and begins ro use open
questions and accept open answers. Thus each instrument has
given addltional information about the ways rhat the technology is
interacting with the reaching.
rA

As the year progressed, the researchers analysed many lessons where
framing was weakened. Debbie, for example, set a project for a Year

8 class in which she invlted rhem ro prepare a multimodal product
for use on the IWB by the class, incorporating an Indonesian spoken
narrative. This involved activities which were both synergistic in
the HoPS instrument, and weakly framed level 5 on the criteria for
the framing instrument.

However, there were several other important observatlons that
arose from working with both instruments.

It became clear with many teachers that as they matured
with their use of the IWB technolog;' rhey regularly
changed framing levels within one lesson. Horvever the
HoPS analvsis of rhose same lessons often revealed that the'_.-_ .- ___*_7'_

episodes u,'ith strong framing ofren displayed experr use
of the technology and high level reacher technology skills
when the teacher used the multrmodal affordances of the
IWB software such as image manipulation, sporlight tools,
imape canture sound r..ideo and animation to enhance a

section of the lesson that was wholly instructionist. For
example Vincent & Jones, (2007) described Nicolas who
began an art lesson on PopArt with a multimodal display
of art works, spoken commentary and animation devices
as he instructed a passive audience about the art genre.
In the framing analysis thrs appeared as strongly framed
with a teacher dominated rask and closed questions. In
the HnPS ir rnnerred as hrph level reacher ckills and ICT
usage. Later in the same lesson, students were invited to
use the technology to transform rheir own photographs
rnto pop-art slyle picrures. a weakly framed acriviry
handing control to the students. From such observations
the conclusion was drawn that as teachers become aware of
the affordances with IWB technologies, they can use rhem
flexibly and differently according to the pedagogical needs
of the moment in the lesson. In this study the key to rapid
change to making skilful use of the IWB affordances within
a weakly framed pedagogy appeared ro be rhe consranr
support from the two peer mentors

Use of the mentors followed a partern. It began wirh
ore-lesson nlannrng encorrraped exnerimental use ofr - - ---" r'.^ b'
techniques; and extended to accepting mentors as team
teaching members or merely safery-net back-up in early
lessons. Finally, the teachers cast off from the mentor
support as they became confident enough to dare to use
the boards in innovative ways.

Early lessons were almost always mirrors of largely
instructionist non-IWB lessons but using the affordance
to enhance presentatlon. In nearly every case of multlple
use [ollowing mentoring. the reachers changed rheir
pedagogical stances to weaken their framing, sometimes
very substantially, just as Debbie did. These changes were
able to be recorded and understood throueh both tools.

coNcLusroN
The use of effecr ive analysis insrrumenrs is a key part of
understanding the rich tapestry of action and interaction in the
natural classroom, and must be so if we are to understand the
complex relatlonships berween technology and pedagogy There
has been much disqulet about this relationship, including the use of
interactive whiteboards. Unlike many UK studies, the researchers
in the current study found a positive relationship and complex

(t)

(2)

l.?\
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chanpes in the war reachers emDlo\ed sl ratesies as the lWBs.....^.-'*,/.''^y.",1.

were introduced. There were very few lessons rn which sub,
stitutional use of the boards was observed, and many cases

u here teachers mored ro synergistic use involr-ing student
deve lopment. and weakening ol thc pedagogical iraming io
allow st rrdenl enoaoemenl. The onlr'.ipnificanl dilference' "b*b' " ''
between this school and mosr others in the introduction of
rhe technolog) was the use ol peer menlors rhroughour rhe
\ef,r'al a hr"h enorroh time-rclcase lerel to be thorouphlr'''b-' - ""-b"
effective as a teacher support mechanism. Teachers in in-
lervierrrc rnd cttrr pvq .^n<r ,nl l, refprrod t^ tl,. .*...,./ .. ..te supporl
svslem takino [ear olthe rechnolosv rnd irc rrnpvneered'-''"'b '--'
consecuences orrr of the classroom. What the researchers
also observed was that the two mentors rapid\' assumed
LhaL flexible uses and alliludes ro pedagogrc srraLegies we re

as important as skrlls, and mentored those attitudes into
their work with teachers. Undersrandab\', rhe teachers were
reluctant in intelvreu 10 admir rhrs. lL mighr hare given the
impression that their standard teaching was rigid.

It became very apparenr during this srudy rhrr no one anahsis
instrument was golng to allow a [u11 understrnding of rhe
pedagogicrl changes raking p1ace. This observation indicates
that it ls dangerous to drar.v firm conclusions about ICT rmpact
without using a range of analysis tools. Hence the developme nr
of two tools, one emphasising teacher skilLs and ICT usage wrth
classroom management (HoPS) and the other emphasizing
nedapcprcal framino leatures from sr ronp ro neak This hasr9*.bvb..'b..*.*.
piren a ar?Aler insipht to rhe rrnderslrndino nf reehnnloor cb .- -b'_.^''

lnteractron wltn pedagogy.
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